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(1)

U.N. CLIMATE TALKS AND POWER POLITICS: 
IT’S NOT ABOUT THE TEMPERATURE 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 2011

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS, 

COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, DC. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 3:10 p.m., in room 
2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Dana Rohrabacher 
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. If you take a look at what I just did, it is 
very fascinating because it goes right to the hearing. What I did 
is I switched this button on so you could hear me, which brings to 
play energy that is created somewhere by something, which we are 
using to make this hearing more effective. And energy plays a part 
in things that we just take it for granted so often, so even as we 
are conversing there are technology machines and energy that is 
being brought to play as part of this communication. 

So with that advance statement to my statement, I will proceed. 
In December 2007, the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate 

Change met in Bali, Indonesia. There, in one of the most opulent 
resort areas of the world, a playground for the rich, I might add, 
a great place for surfers from around the world to go to, but there 
in this tropical paradise came people from all over the world on 
their private airplanes and chartered airplanes and met by lim-
ousines, and they were there while they were there, a plan was 
drawn up to impose what has to be looked at in retrospect as a 
lower standard of living for a large number of people on this plan-
et. 

The imperative was to be man-made, of course. The imperative 
behind all of this is alleged to be man-made global warming, which 
we are told poses a danger against which the whole world should 
unite. 

In the years since then, the scientific assumptions of this sup-
posed crisis have been increasingly challenged by prominent sci-
entists throughout the world, although, again, we hear over and 
over again that the debate is closed, and thus those scientists who 
have something to say are being for the most part ignored. 

But among them are Richard Lindzen of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology; Patrick Michaels of the University of Virginia; 
Freeman Dyson at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton; 
Frank Tipler, a professor of both mathematics and physics from 
Tulane University; and Roy Spencer, a climatologist and a prin-
cipal research scientist for the University of Alabama in Huntsville. 
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2

All these are among the scientists, the many eminent scientists 
whose work has contradicted the U.N. orthodoxy of man-made glob-
al warming. I have a list of another 100 prominent scientists who 
agree with the five that I have just mentioned and they will now 
be placed in the record, without objection. 

Hearing no objection so ordered. 
[The information referred to follows:]
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5

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Significantly, in determining what the heck 
is going on here is the fact that U.N. climate talks have not become 
a forum for global cooperation, which was expected; something as 
dramatic as a threat to the whole world but yet it was not forth-
coming in any of these with global cooperation. Instead, what these 
meetings have tended to be like is an arena for competing national 
interests under the slogan ‘‘common but differential responsibil-
ities’’; and then ‘‘zero sum,’’ world was created which pitted devel-
oped and developing countries against each other, and within each 
block of nations there were separate groupings. 

Behind the debate over the supposed science of climate change, 
nations have fought for trade advantages, the transfer of tech-
nology, the flow of capital, and of course political and economic in-
fluence. Coalitions have formed that will affect the global balance 
of power and wealth far beyond the time when these conferences 
are ever remembered. 

The stake here, and the stakes here are high, is nothing less 
than how the future growth of the world economy will be divided 
up and how much future growth will be permitted in the world 
economy, who will be allowed to prosper and who will be forced to 
slow down or even decline in their standard of living. These are all 
issues that are on the table. 

The current talks aim at ‘‘a binding agreement’’ to be signed in 
December at a conference to be held in Durbin, South Africa. It is 
meant to replace the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 which will expire in 
2012. The United States did not accept the Kyoto Protocol because 
it imposed restrictions only on developed countries, while leaving 
developing countries free to follow whatever strategy for economic 
growth they desired. 

U.N. documents still call for the next agreement to follow this 
same pattern, protecting the right of some nations to rise while im-
posing a burden of debt on developed countries, especially the de-
veloped countries of North America, Europe, and Japan; and this 
debt burden, of course, is a penalty of modernization and being suc-
cessful. I am not sure that is what we want to do to achieve 
progress among the human race is to penalize modernization and 
success. 

This is a framework for restructuring the global economy and 
shifting the balance of wealth and power. The first manifestation 
of all this talk is the establishment of a green climate fund which 
is supposed to reach $100 billion a year by the year 2020. One can 
only guess which countries will contribute to the fund and which 
countries will draw from it. With a Federal budget in massive def-
icit and an economy that still that has yet to pull itself out of a 
deep recession but is struggling to do so, the expectation that the 
United States will be footing a major share of the bill for such a 
U.N. fund is pure fantasy. 

So what is all this talk about and where is it heading? The pur-
pose of this hearing is to examine the U.N. climate talks and the 
swirling maneuvers and power plays observed in the wake of these 
global gatherings, whether they are in Cancún or whether they are 
in Bali or in whatever other wonderful resorts they plan to have 
these meetings at. 
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6

Our national interests are at stake. How could America protect 
its national interests against demands of rivals in meetings such 
as these? What coalitions confront us and how can we thwart the 
moves, the moves that are being made, that are hostile to the inter-
ests of the American people? Why do we not claim the same right 
to growth that other nations claim and act as if they—and act as 
they do when they are protecting their rights to have a decent 
standard of living for their people and to protect the well-being of 
their people? 

With us today is our first witness, Todd Stern, the Special Envoy 
for climate change at the State Department. Mr. Stern has served 
at this post since 2009 and is the President’s chief climate nego-
tiator, representing the United States internationally at the min-
isterial level in all bilateral and multilateral negotiations regarding 
climate change. Before joining the Obama administration, he was 
a senior fellow at the Center for American Progress where he fo-
cused on climate change and environmental issues. He also served 
in the White House and at the Treasury during the Clinton admin-
istration, and that was from 1997 to 1998. He acted as senior 
White House negotiator at Kyoto and Buenos Aires for U.N. cli-
mate negotiations. 

We will have a second panel today and they will be introduced 
as we move forward. And now Mr. Carnahan, the ranking member, 
may have an opening statement of his own. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rohrabacher follows:]
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Mr. CARNAHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And you know you 
opened up your remarks talking about where this energy was com-
ing from and the Red Bull energy drink that the chairman is trying 
to get me hooked on here today. But anyway, appreciate you con-
tinuing this important debate. We don’t see eye to eye on some of 
these questions, but it is critical that we have this conversation. So 
thank you for having this hearing. 

We are just a few months away since the last round of climate 
negotiations, so this hearing is not just important but it is timely. 
Active, constructive engagements are in our country’s best interest. 
When dealing with large-scale global challenges like climate 
change, we need to be at the table, leading the discussion, working 
with other countries. We can’t make a dent without joint inter-
national action. 

Climate change is not a problem that is uniquely American; nor 
is it wrong that it affects only a few countries. It is a collective 
challenge, and it is a challenge that requires broad action. The 
U.N. provides the forum for addressing climate change. While not 
immune from problems and challenges in its own right, the U.N. 
is the largest and most comprehensive body in which to tackle 
these challenges. 

We have already seen many of the positive effects of the U.N. in-
volvement: Countries like India and China have come to the table 
and are making real commitments and making real progress. Being 
a responsible partner at the U.N. through these negotiations is also 
in our best national interests. It provides us with increased lever-
age to advocate for U.S. policies. 

My State is home to some of the best biotech companies in the 
world. In order to for U.S. businesses to fairly compete in the glob-
al marketplace, we have to ensure that we get the best intellectual 
property rights protections for our companies. Mr. Stern, I know 
this is something that has been central to negotiations, and I would 
like to hear you address this issue in particular today. 

There is also a great opportunity to utilize these negotiations to 
increase exports and to support American businesses. Last week, I 
held a ‘‘Make it in America’’ event in my district. One of the compo-
nents of this program is clean energy. Creating a framework and 
exporting prospects for U.S. businesses creates new markets, spurs 
growth, and creates jobs. 
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10

We absolutely have the intellectual capacity to outpace every 
other country in the world on manufacturing and technology. We 
should pursue all avenues to do this. By doing so we will not only 
help our economy, we will also help to build the capacity of many 
of these developing countries in order to help them mitigate the ef-
fects of climate change. 

I know that there will be a healthy debate today about the U.S. 
financial commitments. We have an obligation to ensure that any 
investment of U.S. taxpayer funds are done in a cost-effective man-
ner and done with strict accounting and broad consensus of the 
best scientists in the world. 

Last year we held a hearing in this subcommittee on how public-
private partnerships were helping to achieve the millennium devel-
opment goals. That hearing showed how government investments 
were leveraged to meet the international challenges and they could 
be done cost effectively and could help meet U.S. interests. Govern-
ment investment loans are simply not a viable option. We have to 
find ways to achieve our policy goals by spending more wisely. 

I will be interested in hearing from our witnesses today how the 
proposed climate fund which would reach these same goals of being 
open and transparent, cost effective, and would leverage private fi-
nancing. Over the course of the past 2 years this administration 
has been an active and engaged partner in dealing with many of 
the problems of the 21st century. This type of leadership is nec-
essary in order to overcome many of the hurdles the world faces 
today. Bringing about real solutions to climate change relies on this 
continued engagement. 

I look forward to hearing the witnesses today, and Mr. Chair-
man, I yield back. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Thank you very much. 
We will proceed with Mr. Stern and we want to thank you very 

much for being with us today. You have a very weighty background 
on these issues and I brought up some controversial things to talk 
about, and I am very very pleased that you have come here to talk 
to us and we will have a very fair exchange of ideas. So you may 
proceed with your opening statement. 

STATEMENT OF MR. TODD D. STERN, SPECIAL ENVOY FOR 
CLIMATE CHANGE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Mr. STERN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank 
you, Mr. Ranking Member, for inviting me here today, and I look 
forward to our discussion. 

At the time President Obama took office, there was a prevailing 
paradigm in the climate negotiations that came to be accepted by 
many, although not by us. That paradigm holds that there is in es-
sence a firewall between developed and developing countries as 
they were defined in this 1992 Framework Convention on Climate 
Change with all specific obligations to address climate change as-
signed to developed countries. 

There are multiple problems with this paradigm. First, it is 
wrong as a matter of textural analysis. The framework convention 
did not create such a firewall. But beyond this legal point, that 
Kyoto paradigm is unworkable as a matter of substance. You can-
not address the global climate challenge by focusing only on devel-
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oped countries. Developing countries already account for about 55 
percent of global emissions and will account for some 65 percent by 
2030. Instead, you need to start with all the major emitters, both 
developed and developing, accounting for some 80 percent of global 
emissions and build out from there. 

This understanding led the Obama administration to pick up on 
a 2007 initiative by President Bush, the Major Economies Meeting, 
comprising the 16 leading developed and developing countries, plus 
the EU, in order to address energy and climate change. We slightly 
changed the name to Major Economies Forum and changed the 
focus, but we retained the basic group. We have held 11 meetings 
at the ministerial level and one at the leader level and this group, 
this organization, has proved to be quite useful. 

Recognizing the flaws in the firewall, we favored a different ap-
proach from the time we came into office, in which all major econo-
mies, developed and developing, would make commitments to limit 
their emissions and base those commitments on their own national 
plans and circumstances rather than having targets that seemed to 
be imposed from outside. This approach was new. It contradicted 
the received wisdom that developed country action was mandatory, 
while action by even the largest developing countries was strictly 
voluntary. 

The Copenhagen Accord marked the first time that all major 
economies agreed to implement targets or actions to limit their 
emissions and to do so in an internationally transparent manner. 
In this sense, it represented the first break in the traditional fire-
wall. 

The Cancún meeting confirmed and substantially extended the 
Copenhagen Accord. Moreover, the Cancún agreements, unlike Co-
penhagen, were formally adopted by the parties of the U.N. FCCC. 
Part of what made the Copenhagen and Cancún deals possible, I 
must say, was a commitment to aid poor countries. And I want to 
tell you why I think such funding is in our national interest. 

Our program is built on three pillars. First, clean energy to help 
put developing countries on a low-carbon path; second, preserving 
and managing forests; and third, building resilience against ex-
treme weather events. Each of these efforts serves important pur-
poses beyond reducing emissions. Helping countries get on a clean 
energy path can create markets for U.S. technology. 

Tropical forests are home to some 80 percent of terrestrial spe-
cies, including for example, 70 percent of plants with anti-cancer 
characteristics, and the World Bank estimates that every dollar we 
spend in disaster preparedness saves $7 in disaster response. 
Moreover, countries around the world see climate change as a core 
challenge. Whether you agree or disagree with that, it is vital to 
U.S. diplomatic leverage and to U.S. long-term interests to be seen 
as part of the solution. 

Finally, our climate funding provides real bang for the buck. The 
overall U.S. foreign operations budget is about 1 percent of the 
total U.S. Government budget, and our climate funding is only 
about 3 percent of that. 

So where we do stand now in the negotiations? The first priority 
for the work leading up to this year’s conference in Durbin, South 
Africa should be to implement the key agreements reached last 
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year in Cancún on transparency, financing, technology, and adapta-
tion. If we do that, COP 17 in Durbin will be a solid success. 
Whether we will manage to do that is by no means clear. Many de-
veloping countries, including large ones, continue to be fixated on 
preserving that 1992 firewall, and we won’t accept that. After all, 
the world has changed. As of 2009, 4 of the top 10 and 9 of the 
top 20 emitters in the world were developing countries, from so-
called non-Annex 1. China’s GDP is nearly six times larger than it 
was in 1992, and its CO2 emissions are nearly three times larger. 

Beyond the firewall question there are other difficult issues, in-
cluding whether parties to Kyoto—which does not include the 
United States—will agree to a second so-called commitment period. 
And there are other perennial issues that will no doubt be raised, 
including intellectual property. 

Mr. Chairman, I told you at a hearing in November 2009, that 
we would stand strong for intellectual property rights and we have 
and we will. 

The question for the U.N. negotiations at the end of the day is 
what parties want. The U.N. FCCC has the potential to be a useful 
pragmatic body that can help address climate change, not the only 
one, but an important one. We have made some good progress in 
the past 2 years, especially in working to knock down the firewall 
I have discussed and insisting on a new level of international 
transparency. But much work remains. 

Thank you for inviting me to testify today, and I would be happy 
to take your questions. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Well thank you very much. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stern follows:]
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Mr. ROHRABACHER. When is the next major session that we are 
going to be preparing for again? 

Mr. STERN. That is in Durbin, South Africa. We will start at the 
very end of November, I think the 27th or 28th, and we will run 
for 2 weeks. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Okay. So we are coming up on that. That is 
what we are preparing for right now. 

Mr. STERN. Correct. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. All right. And you believe that there will be 

this green climate fund being proposed there that I was referring 
to in my opening statement, the $100 billion a year to be collected 
from various countries? 

Mr. STERN. Let me, if I may, Mr. Chairman, just disentangle a 
couple of elements of the overall financing issue. There is—there 
was an agreement in Cancún to establish a green fund. That is 
independent of the $100 billion, which I will get to in a second. So 
that is to set up green fund. There was an agreement to do that. 

Now, the work this year involves—there is actually something 
called a transitional committee that was established in order to 
work out the actual operating guidelines, how it is going to work, 
how the board is going to be chosen, what financial instruments 
will be used, and a whole array of technical issues that need to 
be—and sometimes political issues that need to be resolved. That 
committee has met once now. We were quite keen—the reason that 
there is a transitional committee, quite frankly, is that we were 
quite keen in having this thing set up in a professional way, out-
side of the control of the U.N. FCCC, outside of the control of cli-
mate negotiators. Even though I am one, I know that when we are 
setting up financial institutions we ought to have financial people 
engaged. 

So our lead representative from the U.S. Government is from 
Treasury. State is also involved. So that work to set up the entity 
is going on this year. 

There is also a commitment to a goal of mobilizing $100 billion 
from all sources. Some of that will go through——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. $100 billion annually, or $100 billion? 
Mr. STERN. $100 billion annually by 2020. Some of that will run 

through the green fund; a great deal of it won’t. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Are you suggesting that this $100 billion an-

nual goal is different than the green fund? 
Mr. STERN. They overlap. And I would guess that there would be 

some amount, and I don’t know what the amount will be of that 
funding, assuming that the various contingencies come into play. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. I am not understanding. 
Mr. STERN. Some it will run through the green fund. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Two entities. One is going to be a green fund 

and then there is going to be another entity. 
Mr. STERN. No, not another entity. What I am saying, imagine 

that, first of all, the $100 billion is contingent on there being ade-
quate mitigation and transparency from developing countries. So 
let’s assume that we have got that. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. $100 billion a year. 
Mr. STERN. Yeah, that is right. And there will be a lot of that 

will come through ordinary bilateral channels. I would say the 
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great majority, I would think, would come from the private sector. 
So using government policy measures to try to leverage private in-
vestment, for example, things like risk insurance, loan guarantees, 
those kinds of things. So there will be some combination of actual 
government funding and some significant—and, again, I would 
think the great majority, given the fiscal condition of the United 
States and Europe and other countries, the great majority of it I 
would guess will come from the private sector, with some govern-
ment policies——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. That is to the $100 billion fund. 
Mr. STERN. That is right. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. I am not getting the structure here. 
Mr. STERN. Because it is not a fund per se. It is a total of $100 

billion of resources that will be mobilized for climate change. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Who would be overseeing? 
Mr. STERN. Nobody would be overseeing the fund. There would 

be somebody overseeing the green fund, so maybe you would have 
$10 billion or $20 billion or whatever going to the green fund. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Nobody overseeing the fund, but there will be 
people overseeing the green fund. I am sorry that I am getting a 
little confused when there are only two funds we are talking about 
here. You can’t afford to get me confused. 

Mr. STERN. I am sorry, Chairman, maybe it is a little bit con-
fusing. But the $100 billion is a goal for an amount. Right now 
there is a much smaller amount. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. To go into the green fund. 
Mr. STERN. Not to go into the green fund per se; some of it will 

go into the green fund. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Where is the $100 billion going to go? 
Mr. STERN. Some of it will go into the green fund. Some it will 

flow through U.S. bilateral channels that go to——
Mr. ROHRABACHER. And who will be making the determinations 

as to where that flow is going? 
Mr. STERN. The United States will make determination with re-

spect to United States bilateral giving. There will be the same for 
countries in Europe, the same for countries like Japan. And, by the 
way, we don’t think that it is excluded at all that some of that 
funding should come from major developing countries themselves. 
I mean Mexico was the one who originally proposed the green fund, 
and in Mexico’s original proposal it explicitly called for contribu-
tions from all countries. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Is it the whole United Nations that is going 
to determine where these funds go? 

Mr. STERN. No, no. I think it will fundamentally either be bilat-
eral and be individual countries deciding where their own funding 
is going to go, or through the green fund. But again also through—
it can be bilateral. It is U.S. Government-appropriated money. 
There can also be the——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Appropriated money. And who then will be 
responsible for the spending of the money? 

Mr. STERN. Think about what happens right now. There is appro-
priated money that goes right now, much smaller amount, that 
goes to various countries for—just the way I talked about in my 
testimony. So there will still be some of that, and there will be 
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some of that in countries all over the world, and there will also be, 
as I said, I think mechanisms like the use of things like loan guar-
antees and risk insurance and so forth that will help trigger invest-
ments from private sources of capital. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. I am just trying to fix responsibility here. We 
are talking about—$100 billion in and of itself is a lot of money—
but $100 billion a year. 

Mr. STERN. I agree with that. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. This is an enormous amount of money. And, 

frankly, from what you have described, I don’t know, maybe other 
people are able to catch this more than I am, but it doesn’t seem 
that you have got this plan as to who has got authority and respon-
sibility and whether it is one fund or two funds; where the money 
goes; who is going to make the decision. It doesn’t sound like you 
have that——

Mr. STERN. We wouldn’t actually want this to be one top-down 
massive superstructure. We want there to be control through the 
United States to decide on where a lot of our funds go. So some 
of it will go to the green fund, some of it will go through channels 
that——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. How much do you predict will be the con-
tribution of the United States? It is $100 billion annually. How 
much of this will be taken from the United States, the people of 
the United States? 

Mr. STERN. I think that is hard to say right now, Congressman. 
I mean right now, if you look at where we are right now, funding 
the appropriated funds in Fiscal Year 2010 was a little short of $1 
billion, if you look at State, Treasury, and USAID. I would think 
that would ramp up somewhat but that U.S. appropriated money 
is not going to be huge. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Could you give us a guesstimate? You are the 
main negotiator here. You are on the table telling how much we 
are willing to put in here when you are negotiating with the other 
countries. How much are you telling them we are willing to put in? 

Mr. STERN. We are not making commitments about how much 
we are willing to put in. I think that——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Is that just not known now? Or by November 
when you have this meeting with all these other countries, will you 
know then? 

Mr. STERN. I don’t anticipate that we would make any commit-
ment to any particular amounts of money in November. I don’t an-
ticipate that as being part of the discussion. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. If we are not willing to make a commitment, 
I don’t understand how we are expecting other countries to make 
commitments. 

Let me ask you, is China going to have any of this money coming 
from this fund? I mean, will they be able to take money from the 
green fund? 

Mr. STERN. Congressman, look, I said about an hour or 2 after 
I arrived in Copenhagen in 2009, I did my first press conference. 
And I was asked about funding for China. And I said I didn’t really 
anticipate that U.S. funds, which are limited in any event, would 
be most wisely spent going to China. 
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Mr. ROHRABACHER. I have your quote right here, and I was just 
wondering about if that is still your same position. 

Mr. STERN. Yes, it is my same position. I wasn’t popular with ev-
erybody when I said that, but that is my same position. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. You weren’t popular with the Chinese, I am 
sure. 

Mr. STERN. That is what I meant. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. All right. We will have a second round of 

questions, but I have already used an allotment of time here, so 
why don’t I let Ranking Member Mr. Carnahan have his shot? 

Mr. CARNAHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I wanted to 
jump in to my questions, really, talking about the U.N. specifically. 
There are some discussions in this whole conversation about the 
proper forum for some of these things to happen. Is the U.N. only 
and our most effective forum for these negotiations to take place? 
And if so, tell us why. 

Mr. STERN. It is a good question Congressman. Look, I think that 
it is not the only forum. I think that one of the reasons that we 
were quite interested in picking up on the group that President 
Bush put together and, as I say, changing it some into the Major 
Economies Forum, is because we believe it would be a very useful 
thing to have a smaller group of the major players responsible for 
about 80 percent of global emissions, who could meet together in 
a more informal and more intimate kind of discussion at a more 
senior level than typically happens in the U.N. FCCC, to be able 
to discuss these issues. And I do think that is a good idea. 

I actually, back before I was in any of these jobs, I wrote about 
the need for a smaller group back several years ago. So I think it 
is very good to do that. 

I think that the U.N. is an important body. I think that the U.N. 
FCCC has been seized with this issue for a long time, has a certain 
amount of credibility in the world in working on the issue. I think 
it can do a lot of good and we should continue to try to work 
through it. 

I also think that the thing that matters is dealing with the prob-
lem, and so we are never going to be focused first and foremost on 
what body we work with. We think it should be the U.N. It has 
got credibility and history on its side but, you know, it is going to 
depend on what develops going forward, and what matters to us is 
that we do something about this problem and make progress. So 
however—sort of whatever works is my view. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. And describe, if you would, the impact of the 
U.S. being at the table and being more actively involved in these 
negotiations. 

Mr. STERN. Well, I think that there is just no question that the 
U.S. is always a very important voice. I think that, you know, there 
are things which could have happened here on the domestic policy 
front that could have made our—could have strengthened our hand 
and given us greater leverage than we do have, but even despite 
some of those things not having happened, the United States is an 
enormously important player. And there are many important 
issues that get wrestled with, from the mitigation itself to trans-
parency and funding and assistance and so forth, and whether we 
are dealing with other developed countries or we are dealing with 
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major developing or Africans, Islanders, Latin Americans and so 
forth, the U.S. I think is an indispensable voice. 

And, you know, what I said in my testimony I think is maybe 
bears repeating. An enormous number of countries are extremely 
concerned about climate change, see it as a high priority. If the 
United States were not engaged, apart from climate change itself, 
which is in and of itself very important, it would hurt us. It would 
hurt us diplomatically. It would hurt us in terms of the leverage 
that we have in the world on a raft of issues. So it matters that 
we are seen to be engaged and trying to be part of the solution. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. Let me thank you. I want to turn now to the eco-
nomic perspective that you mentioned with regard to disaster pre-
paredness and that statistic for every dollar spent on disaster pre-
paredness, we save $7 in disaster relief. Is there any data or esti-
mates on how that concept looks in terms of investments in the 
proposed green climate fund, how that would impact disaster relief 
costs on the back end in terms of climate? 

Mr. STERN. Well, I think it is much the same, much the same 
with respect to the adaptation side. So I would see the green cli-
mate fund as providing funding both for adaptation and for mitiga-
tion. I actually think if you imagine two parts of the green fund, 
one purely public money, appropriated money from governments on 
the one hand, and then money that is leveraged from the private 
sector on the other, I would assume that a lot of the straight public 
funding will end up going to adaptation, because it will be easier 
to draw private sector funding into building big energy projects, the 
mitigation side, I would think. 

So that same kind of metric that the World Bank study showed 
of, you know, $7 of saving for every dollar you invest on the adap-
tation side, I think would be the same kind of dynamic with respect 
to green fund investments and adaptation. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. All right. Just one last question. In relation to 
U.S. business exports to new international markets, what kind——

Mr. STERN. I am sorry? 
Mr. CARNAHAN. In terms of how would these agreements affect 

U.S. business exports to new international markets in areas, in 
particular with regard to clean energy technology? 

Mr. STERN. Well, I think that they could be a very good thing. 
I mean, I think that there is a huge—there is going to be a huge 
amount of funding invested in energy infrastructure in the world 
if you look out over the next 2, 3, 4 decades. I mean that is just 
a fact of life. And a great deal of that is inevitably going to be in-
vested in the clean or green side, whether it is in all manner of re-
newables, energy efficiency, et cetera. 

So I think that as you increase the amount of money that can 
be provided, that can be leveraged from the private sector, that is 
going to create markets for whoever is smart enough, may I say, 
to develop their own domestic industries in this area. Three years 
ago, we had 80 percent larger—I think I have the right number—
about 80 percent larger investing in clean tech than China did, and 
it is reversed now. So we have got to provide the right incentives 
and the right stimulus to our green industries in order to—not just 
because it is good for the environment and good for climate change, 
but also because there are huge markets out there and if we don’t 
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get in the game we are not going to participate and we are not 
going to get the economic growth and the job growth and so forth 
that will come from those markets. And there are countries, and 
China is chief among them, that are running fast on this track 
right now. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. Thank you very much. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. We will have a short second round as well. 

Obviously from my opening statement and from things that we 
have been through before, I am highly skeptical of the global 
warming theory—not the global warming, the man-made global 
warming theory, because we all know that there are changes in the 
climate that happen, and it has happened for millennia, and 
whether or not mankind is involved in this is something that we 
have a disagreement on. 

That is not the purpose of the hearing today. But because of the 
theory being accepted here—and know that if there is climate 
change going on and if mankind is going—we also know that na-
ture causes this. And when you talk about being prepared for nat-
ural disasters as being part of the agenda, I was wondering about 
two issues that seem to elude so many people who are looking at 
the issue of global warming. That is that rainforests and the rot-
ting wood and the insects in rainforests produce an enormous 
amount of greenhouse gases. I am not sure what proportion that 
would be to industrialization, but it is huge. Also, we also know 
that older trees are actually part of the problem as compared to 
part of the solution, where younger trees, by the theory, are suck-
ing in this pollution and bringing out oxygen. I mean, this is the 
basis of this whole theory, plant theory. 

Is there some thought being given to subsidizing the clearing of 
rainforests in order to—for some countries, in order to eliminate 
that production of greenhouse gases which is huge? Or, would the 
people be supportive of cutting down older trees in order to plant 
younger trees as a means to prevent this disaster from happening? 

Mr. STERN. Well, what I can say about that, Mr. Chairman, is 
that first of all, the notion that the forests are an important part 
of this problem is absolutely right, and I have seen different num-
bers sort of ranging from 15 to 20 percent of the total amount of 
CO2 emitted. That mostly comes from cutting trees down. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. It is rotting wood. 
Mr. STERN. Well, it may be—that may be the case. And there 

may be steps—I am not expert on that—with respect to clearing 
out such rot, but I think the fundamental objective and funda-
mental action that can be taken to reduce emissions from forests 
is too slow and ultimately stop deforestation in——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Even though that is contributing to the over-
all level of CO2? 

Mr. STERN. No, no, no. Again, I am not going to—I am not a 
technical specialist with respect to the forest CO2 issues, but the 
main point is to reduce the level of—the deforestation is the biggest 
driver of CO2 coming from forests, and it comes from fundamen-
tally three, the three large forest bases in the world, which are the 
Amazon, the Congo Basin, and then in Indonesia. 
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Mr. ROHRABACHER. So deforestation and not natural occurrence 
of rotting wood in rainforests and bugs that give off these green-
house gases; it is human-kind again? 

Mr. STERN. No, no. Look, I am certain that there are natural cy-
cles and natural development. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Which by the way, that is the question. The 
question is there are natural things; 80 percent at least, perhaps 
90 percent, of all greenhouse gases are generated by nature itself. 
There is no scientific fight on that, okay. So if 80–90 percent are 
Mother Nature’s products, and you said that we are going to have 
this fund of $100 billion, part of which will go to tackling some nat-
ural calamities which are—I mean sea raising up, et cetera, are we 
going to use that fund as well to restrain natural sources of green-
house gases, for example older trees being planted by—being 
changed to younger trees and the clearing away of the rotting wood 
in rainforests? 

Mr. STERN. I think the best thing I could tell you is I would be 
happy to have people from my staff who are expert in that talk 
with your staff so I think that the effort will be to do things that 
can reduce emissions. I would be happy to do that. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Thank you very much for that. And let me 
just ask a couple of other things now. Again, we are heading to-
ward Durbin, and we are talking about November of this year, you 
are going to start really preparing yourself and you will have a pro-
gram. Will America’s program, will it include—you are talking 
about $100 billion a year. There will be a plan, you are saying, by 
November of where this $100 billion a year will appear from; is 
that correct? 

Mr. STERN. I am actually not saying that. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Okay. 
Mr. STERN. I think, the immediate focus on the financing side of 

things this year is going to be on getting the operational guidelines, 
if you will, agreed to with respect to the green fund. That may get 
done this year. It may take this year and so 1 more year, I don’t 
know. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Where did the $100 billion figure come from? 
Mr. STERN. It came from—that was done in Copenhagen. That 

was part of the Copenhagen Accord. And again it was not—it was 
in the context of adequate mitigation, you know, reducing emis-
sions and transparency on the part of developing countries. The de-
veloped countries would agree to a goal of mobilizing that amount 
of money from public and private sources, from private markets, 
from many sources. And again, as I said, we don’t exclude the no-
tion that part of what will be mobilized would come from wealthier 
developing countries, particularly over time, because this is a dy-
namic——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. When we are talking about wealthier other 
countries, these are countries that are producing more wealth per 
person than is being produced in the less developed countries. 
Talking about the control of CO2, it seems to me that the criteria 
that we have been operating on—and I say ‘‘we,’’ meaning our own 
Government as well as in conjunction with the others—is based on 
the actual amount of CO2 per person of the people who reside in 
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the country, rather than per $1,000 of wealth that we produce; that 
the system actually comes from our system as it functions. 

In the case of how many—how much CO2 is produced per $1,000 
of production, we actually have a very low rate of contribution to 
the greenhouse gases as compared if you only do it per person. So 
shouldn’t we be basing our—if we are watching out for the stand-
ard of living and well-being of our own people, shouldn’t we be bas-
ing our own positions on that criteria, rather than accepting the 
idea of just per person, what their—you know, what the CO2 pro-
duction is. 

Mr. STERN. Mr. Chairman, we don’t actually base our views on 
per-person or per-capita emissions. We tend to look at the emis-
sions of the country. There are many countries that talk about per 
capita. That is a factor, but——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. If you have emissions of a country and that 
country produces, you know, $10,000 worth of wealth per person, 
that country then—we are $20,000 of wealth per person—but the 
CO2, if you are doing it per production, that CO2 is actually less. 
I mean, it seems to me that we are basing our negotiations on 
something that negates any consideration of the standard of living 
that we have produced by the production of wealth. 

Mr. STERN. Well, I hear you, but we don’t mean to be doing that. 
I mean you are raising a metric that has to do essentially with the 
efficiency with which energy is used which is a——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Part of it. 
Mr. STERN [continuing]. Perfectly valid point and an important 

one. Look, I think, and I heard your comments in some of the state-
ments in your opening comments with respect to standard of living. 
I would like to say one thing, which is that we do not think that 
you can approach this problem from the point of view of saying 
that you are going to clamp down on anybody’s standard of living. 
Not a developed country, not a developing country, not the United 
States, not India. It is not going to work that way. 

The way that this problem is going to be solved, if it is going to 
be solved, is to break—and it is not going to be done overnight—
but to break the iron link between the growth of an economy and 
the growth of emissions. And you do that by getting more and more 
efficient with respect to the energy you use and, over time, by hav-
ing other sources of energy that are cleaner, become bigger and big-
ger parts of the economy, and ultimately the biggest parts. That is 
the way—we are not going to get—nobody is going to support 
clamping down on our standard of living. We don’t think that is 
going to happen, and they are not going to agree to that in the de-
veloping world either. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Constantly in this debate what we have 
heard, the rich countries, the developed countries, versus the unde-
veloped countries and the poor countries. And the fact is that peo-
ple who are here in the United States of America, yeah, our coun-
try produces more ‘‘greenhouse gases,’’ but in terms of the standard 
of living of the people that it supports, there is no comparison. We 
actually are very efficient and very small in the amount of green-
house gases that we produce per wealth that permits our people to 
have a higher standard of living. And it just seems to me that quite 
often—well, not quite often—I am always hearing this, the rich 
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countries versus the poor countries, and that is not what it is all 
about. 

Mr. Carnahan, would you like to have a second round and we 
will move on to our second panel? Thank you very much. 

Mr. STERN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CARNAHAN. Mr. Chairman, I got my questions in on the first 

round and so I think I am ready to go. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. I want to especially thank our witness for 

coming today. We had a very good exchange, and I am sure we will 
continue to have this open exchange. 

Mr. STERN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ranking 
Member. Appreciate it. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. If the next panel will be seated, please. 
All right. We are called to order. I will introduce all three panel-

ists, and we will proceed with the testimony. 
First, we have Steven Hayward. He is the F.K. Weyerhaeuser fel-

low at the American Enterprise Institute and a senior fellow at the 
Pacific Research Institute. He is author of the ‘‘Almanac of Envi-
ronmental Trends,’’ and many other books and articles on environ-
mental topics. He has also written biographies of President Jimmy 
Carter and Ronald Reagan and of Winston Churchill. 

He holds a Ph.D. in American studies from Claremont Graduate 
School. I, too, have a graduate degree in American studies. And he 
has been a visiting professor at Georgetown University and Ash-
land University. 

Then we have Daniel Twining, a senior fellow for Asia at the 
German Marshall Fund of the United States. He has served as a 
member of the State Department’s policy planning staff, a foreign 
policy advisor to Senator John McCain, and as a staff member of 
the U.S. Trade Representative. 

He holds a doctorate in international relations from Oxford Uni-
versity and has written widely for newspapers and magazines and 
for policy and academic journals. He is completing a book on Amer-
ican grand strategy in Asia after the Cold War. That is fascinating. 

We also have Elliot Diringer. He is vice president for inter-
national strategies at the Pew Center on Global Climate Change. 
He came to the Pew Center from the White House, where he was 
Deputy Assistant to President Bill Clinton and Deputy Press Sec-
retary as well. He had previously served as a senior policy advisor 
and as director of communications at the Council on Environmental 
Quality, where he helped develop major policy initiatives on the en-
vironment and participated in international climate change nego-
tiations, which we are talking about today. 

So, Mr. Hayward, you may proceed, and we will go to Mr. 
Diringer and Mr. Twining. 

STATEMENT OF STEVEN F. HAYWARD, PH.D., F. K. WEYER-
HAEUSER FELLOW, AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE 

Mr. HAYWARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member 
Carnahan. 

I will begin with my contentious conclusion, which is that the 
international diplomacy of climate change is the most implausible 
and unpromising initiative since the disarmament talks of the 
1930s, and for many of the same reasons, that the Kyoto Protocol 
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and its progeny are the climate diplomacy equivalent of the Kel-
logg-Briand Pact of 1928 which promised to end the war, and that 
future historians are going to look back at this entire period of 
what I call first-generation climate diplomacy as the climate equiv-
alent of wage and price controls to fight inflation in the ’70s, a once 
popular idea that was completely discarded and no one proposes to 
bring back. I think the Kyoto approach will not be proposed to be 
brought back for a very long time either. 

I think the whole U.N. process is on life support, and I think it 
is worth reviewing briefly the reasons why we got to this pass be-
fore we can understand that there is a better way forward. 

When the issue of climate change first came to the fore in the 
late 1980s, the diplomatic community approached it in a seemingly 
sensible way. They asked what diplomatic frameworks have 
worked for similar kinds of problems in the past. In other words, 
what do we have on the shelf? 

There are basically three models for problems of a global reach 
that have shown varying degrees of success. The first would be the 
arms control and anti-proliferation regimes. The second would be 
the long-running and painstaking trade liberalization process that 
had been going on for the whole war since the end of World War 
II. And third and perhaps most applicable was the Montreal Pro-
tocol of 1987 that facilitated the organized phaseout of 
chlorofluorocarbons. 

It is those last two in particular that former Vice President Gore 
used to like to cite as reasons for his enthusiasm and support for 
the Kyoto process. On the surface, the logic seems straightforward 
and plausible. If we can reach a binding and enforceable agreement 
to phase out chlorofluorocarbons, why not a similarly structured 
agreement to phase out hydrocarbons? 

But once you poke beneath the surface, a number of fundamental 
asymmetries between the precedents and the problems of climate 
change become apparent but whose implications I think were re-
sisted from the very beginning for the understandable reasons of 
diplomatic and institutional inertia. I will confine myself to just a 
couple of the many that come into play. 

First, the problem of climate change is orders of magnitude more 
difficult than the problem of ozone depletion. It is not necessary at 
all to be a skeptic about climate science to suggest that the same 
kind of policy dynamic that worked for the ozone layer would not 
work for a warming planet. The case of chlorofluorocarbons was 
pretty straightforward. The science was fairly simple. The time 
frame was short. Most importantly, there were scalable substitutes 
for chlorofluorocarbons available at a reasonable cost. 

By contrast, the climate science is more complex, and even if all 
the complexities wash out, the focus on near-term reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions, unlike the near-term reductions of the 
Montreal Protocol, fall short for a blindingly simple reason. There 
are simply no economically scale able substitutes to fossil fuels 
available on the global level and in the relatively short timeframe 
contemplated by climate orthodoxy. 

The second asymmetry concerns the divide between wealthy na-
tions and developing nations. I was pleased that Mr. Stern’s com-
ments actually track very closely with my own perception of the 
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matter, which is that old dichotomy which really was an artifact 
of the post-war years was coming to be obsolete at the very time 
we started in the Kyoto process. 

And I was also pleased that Mr. Stern talked about how the 
Obama administration had decided to pick up with the Bush ad-
ministration initiative, which Bush had called the Asia-Pacific 
Partnership. It is worth pointing out that when the Bush adminis-
tration lost the Asia-Pacific Partnership 5 or 6 years ago, many 
people in the U.N. climate process and in the climate advocacy 
community were very critical of the Bush administration for doing 
that because they said what Bush is trying to do is go around the 
U.N. process. And now you just heard the Obama administration’s 
climate representative say we have embraced that approach, which 
I think is much more promising. 

I will come back to that for a moment at the end. 
But now the issue that was discussed in the previous panel with 

Mr. Stern was what we have got left right now, which is climate 
assistance. On the merits, it seems to me this policy is incommen-
surate with the nature and scale of the problem. If you took seri-
ously the scale of what you are trying to do to match the demands 
of climate orthodoxy, you would need trillions of dollars in climate 
assistance, not hundreds of billions of dollars. 

Secondly—this is the life support aspect of it—I think that a lot 
of developing nations are happy to go along with this whole cha-
rade if they think we are going to send the cash. 

Now, one of the problems here with having the U.N. do it is that 
it revives again the problem of climate change, which is that it has 
become something of an all-purpose issue that advocates for all 
kinds of causes can grab onto. And so back in the ’70s, the U.N. 
was very enthusiastic about what they called the ‘‘New Inter-
national Economic Order,’’ or as Chancellor Willy Brandt described 
it then, we need to have ‘‘a large-scale transfer of resources to de-
veloping countries.’’ Well, President Reagan pulled the plug on that 
very forcefully in the early ’80s at a U.N. summit, coincidentally, 
in Cancún. 

But now the idea is back, and you hear a lot of climate people 
saying, like one U.N. official, Ottmar Edenhoffer of West Germany,

‘‘One must say clearly that we redistribute de facto the world’s 
wealth by climate policy. One has to free oneself from the illu-
sion that international climate policy is environmental policy. 
This has almost nothing to do with environmental policy any-
more.’’

That is the kind of loose talk and unseriousness that brings dis-
credit to the entire cause of U.N. international climate diplomacy, 
but it is very popular with a lot of the U.N.’s constituency, and I 
think that is unfortunate for the whole process. 

I will just say—and I will close here since I am over time al-
ready—I am an enthusiast that the major economies formed with 
the Obama administration is actually doing more seriously I think 
than the Bush administration did. In that regard, I think you will 
see an interesting continuity between the last administration and 
this one. 

Thank you. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Hayward follows:]
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Mr. ROHRABACHER. Mr. Diringer. 

STATEMENT OF MR. ELLIOT DIRINGER, VICE PRESIDENT FOR 
INTERNATIONAL STRATEGIES, PEW CENTER ON GLOBAL 
CLIMATE CHANGE 

Mr. DIRINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Carnahan, for the 
opportunity to appear before you today. 

In summarizing my prepared statement, I will focus on the sta-
tus of the U.N. climate talks, the efforts being taken by other coun-
tries to address climate change, and the reasons we believe strong-
er U.S. action is very much in our national interest. 

An effective global response to climate change is possible only if 
countries can find ways to align their respective national interests 
with our common interest in a stable climate. President Bush—the 
first President 

Bush—and the Senate were right in helping to establish the U.N. 
Framework Convention as a forum for multilateral action. After 
years of stalemate, we are encouraged by the movement over the 
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past 2 years toward a more realistic and more balanced global ap-
proach, and this is thanks in no small measure to the efforts of 
U.S. negotiators. 

For the first time, all of the world’s major economies have made 
explicit pledges to limit or reduce their emissions; and parties have 
agreed to strengthen transparency so we can better assess whether 
the countries are keeping their promises. It is vital that the United 
States remain fully engaged in the U.N. climate talks. Our near-
term aim should be to put in place the transparency, finance, and 
other mechanisms agreed to in Cancún. Our longer-term objective 
should be fair, effective, and binding commitments among all of the 
world’s major economies. 

While international agreements are critical, a more important 
measure of efforts to date are the steps countries are undertaking 
domestically. A growing number are implementing policies contrib-
uting in one way or another to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
Many see this challenge as an important opportunity as well. A 
number of our major trading partners are moving aggressively to 
grow their clean energy technology industries, creating jobs and 
high-value exports. 

Europe, which continues to lead the world in green energy in-
vestments, is succeeding in reducing its emissions while growing 
its economy. From 2004, the year before the EU instituted its emis-
sions trading system, through 2008, the year before the global fi-
nancial crisis, emissions were down 4.1 percent in the EU, while 
GDP grew 9.8 percent. 

China also is investing heavily and employing strong policies to 
build its clean energy industry, which is already the world’s lead-
ing producer of wind turbines and solar panels. China’s new 5-year 
plan includes energy efficiency, emissions intensity, and renewable 
energy targets. It also includes policies to promote innovation in 
strategic and emerging technologies, including nuclear, solar, wind, 
biomass, and hybrid and electric vehicles. To be certain, China con-
tinues to build coal-fired power plants and its emissions continue 
to rise. But it is moving forward with domestic policies in line with 
its international pledge, and many of these policies will help China 
retain a competitive edge in the rapidly expanding clean energy 
market. 

Mr. Chairman, while other countries are stepping up their ef-
forts, the U.S. has barely begun. This inaction exposes our Nation 
to real and rising risks. We are already witnessing the impacts of 
climate change here in the United States. The widespread flooding 
now inflicting communities along the Mississippi River shows how 
painfully vulnerable we are to the rising risks associated with cli-
mate change. 

Looking beyond our borders, our military warns that the added 
stresses of climate change in unstable regions could mean further 
demands on our strained military resources. 

Our inaction also risks our economic well-being. The United 
States remains the world’s leading manufacturer, but in the grow-
ing clean energy sector we risk falling further behind our competi-
tors. 

The recent experience of the U.S. auto industry illustrates how 
the right policies can help improve efficiency and reduce emissions 
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while creating jobs and profits. Spurred by fuel economy standards 
enacted under President Bush, car makers are now offering more 
fuel-efficient cars. With gas prices rising, consumers are buying 
them. 

In reporting strong sales and profits last quarter, all three U.S. 
auto makers cited higher sales of fuel-efficient models. Last year, 
only one conventional car sold in America got 40 miles to the gal-
lon. Today, there are nine. Three of them—the Cruise, Elantra, and 
Focus—were among the top 10 sellers last month. All three are 
made in the U.S. 

If we want our clean energy firms to invest in jobs at home and 
compete effectively overseas, we must ensure strong, sustained de-
mand for their goods here in the United States. Mr. Chairman, the 
longer we wait to act, the harder it will be to avert the worst con-
sequences of warming, the higher the cost of coping with those that 
cannot be avoided, the more we undermine our security and the 
further we fall behind other countries in the clean energy race. We 
must strengthen our efforts here at home and we must continue 
working with other nations toward strong and lasting global agree-
ments. 

I again thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today 
and will be pleased to answer your questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Diringer follows:]
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Mr. ROHRABACHER. And Dr. Twining. 

STATEMENT OF DANIEL TWINING, PH.D., SENIOR FELLOW FOR 
ASIA, GERMAN MARSHALL FUND OF THE UNITED STATES 

Mr. TWINING. Thanks very much, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Carnahan, 
for having me here today. The views that follow are mine and not 
those of the German Marshall Fund. 

U.S. climate diplomacy should ideally be a bridge rather than a 
wedge between America and key partners. Arguably, poor Amer-
ican diplomacy combined with the flaws of U.N.-led climate nego-
tiations have had the effect of isolating the U.S. from friends and 
allies, rather than enabling it to build like-minded coalitions on en-
vironmental issues of shared concern. 

A more effective approach would integrate U.S. interests in miti-
gating climate change with broader strategic concerns. It would 
work to produce positive sum outcomes to climate negotiations fa-
cilitated by joint development and employment of key environ-
mental technologies, rather than succumbing to a zero sum logic 
pitting the developed world against the developing world in multi-
national arenas. 

An instructive example of an unfortunate outcome for broader 
U.S. interest was the Copenhagen Conference. Its end game pro-
duced a crisis in transatlantic relations. Faced with the collapse of 
the talks, President Obama ended up forging the agreement in 
backroom talks with the leaders of Brazil, South Africa, India, and 
China—the BASIC countries. 

European leaders were shocked that, after decades in which Eu-
rope was the global pacesetter in managing climate change, the de-
cisive agreement on a post-Kyoto framework was struck without 
Europe in the room. European leaders were relegated to being 
briefed by President Obama after his conclave with the leaders of 
the BASIC group. Many European officials openly pondered a fu-
ture in which the U.S. and China managed a G2 consortium to 
handle global issues or one in which Washington conclaved with 
other rising powers, even as it decoupled from its traditional allies 
to set the global governance agenda. In this way, Copenhagen 
weakened transatlantic comity even as it produced an outcome un-
likely to substantially mitigate climate change. 

The developed versus developing world dynamic of multilateral 
climate negotiations with universal membership also compromises 
U.S. interests with key emerging powers. Among the most dam-
aging spillover is the G–77 dynamic. That is shorthand for the 
broader set of discussions that have been going on on climate. It 
enabled South Africa and other nonaligned ringleaders to exercise 
power without responsibility, organizing opposition to the devel-
oped States by mobilizing a large coalition of developing nations to 
oppose U.S. and European climate goals. 

G–77 dynamics create opportunities for our competitors to make 
mischief. In Copenhagen, China took an early strategic decision to 
conclave with the G–77 grouping. China’s stand served multiple ob-
jectives that earned Beijing considerable goodwill among devel-
oping nations, tweaked the U.S., and created cleavages between 
Washington and other important powers, obscured China’s status 
as the world’s leading polluter and second-largest economy by posi-
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tioning it as a developing economy alongside Sudan and other poor 
states, gave China critical leverage in the Copenhagen end game. 

A third negative dynamic around these universal climate nego-
tiations under the U.N. framework is the unnatural wedge it intro-
duces into U.S.-India relations. In the run-up to Copenhagen, India 
had a revealing internal debate over how to balance its growing 
role as a partner of the West and an international stakeholder with 
its older identity as a non-aligned developing power. 

In my view, U.S. diplomacy could have been more effective in de-
veloping a program of activities to generate green technologies and 
alternative energy investments in a way that kept India on side 
during the Copenhagen negotiations. Looking back, India should 
have been the centerpiece of the strategy to disaggregate the devel-
oping world in a way that split the G–77 and decoupled key rising 
democracies that have serious equities in collaborating with us 
from less constructive players. Instead, by virtue of India’s own 
shortsighted calculations and the shortcomings of U.S. and U.N. di-
plomacy, India was pushed into making common cause with its 
leading strategic competitor, China, against arguably its most im-
portant international ally and friend, the United States. 

A few thoughts on looking ahead. Both U.S. diplomacy and the 
cause of managing climate change would benefit from a different 
approach to tackling global warming, one that was not U.N.-led 
with universal membership in which small countries can play the 
role of spoilers and global consensus is achieved with really lowest 
common denominator outcomes that don’t please anyone. Climate 
negotiations instead could take the form of smaller groupings led 
by the great powers in closed-door negotiations that can encourage 
even countries like China to be more constructive than to grand-
stand. 

Joint development and application of key energy and environ-
mental technologies with friendly emerging economies could re-
place the setting of vague environmental targets without action 
plans to meet them. Our diplomacy could also expand climate miti-
gation partnerships as part of broader bilateral agendas with key 
emergency powers, rather than attempting to bring them on side 
in the more difficult global multilateral context. 

Finally, prioritizing climate concerns at the expense of broader 
strategic ties arguably puts the cart before the horse. In the case 
of countries like India, maybe Brazil, our interests in the wider cli-
mate agenda might be better served by building comprehensive 
partnerships over time that develop the mutual trust necessary to 
manage the climate issue. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Twining follows:]
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Mr. ROHRABACHER. Well, I think you hit on an alternative right 
there at the last part of your statement. We will discuss that. 

I will proceed with my questions. 
First of all—I guess it gets to the point you just made—is the 

United Nations the vehicle to uplift the actual production of wealth 
in these societies, the developing societies, in a way that would be 
more environmentally friendly? Is the United Nations the way to 
do this or is it a better approach to be working bilaterally with 
countries that are committed to human progress when progress has 
to be based on more efficient use of energy? 

We will just go down the line there. 
Dr. Hayward. 
Mr. HAYWARD. I think the analogy in my mind is one actually 

I made brief reference to, which is trade liberalization, which we 
did not run through the United Nations. We set up a whole sepa-
rate global institution, ultimately culminating in the World Trade 
Organization. But we set up the whole track largely outside the 
U.N. to pursue that one particular goal. We have done similar 
things with the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. 

I think that the U.N., for some of the reasons I briefly alluded 
to and others that we can go on about at great length, is not nec-
essarily the best forum for an issue that has so many economic im-
plications, especially when you have so many of these cross-cutting 
ideological differences between different kinds of countries and dif-
ferent——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. It might be harder to reach a consensus upon 
people so diverse as everybody in the United Nations or even the 
major players of the United Nations as compared to a bilateral 
agreement between the countries like the United States and others 
who have advanced technology versus those who do not. 

Mr. HAYWARD. I don’t want to monopolize the panel. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. Go right ahead. 
Mr. DIRINGER. I have a suggestion, Mr. Chairman. It is not an 

either/or proposition. This is something we need to be addressing 
on multiple fronts. 

I think there is certainly a role for the Framework Convention. 
Certainly this should be a central issue in our relations with other 
major economies. We have heard reference already to the major 
economies forum. 

Mr. Stern gave some credit to the Bush administration. I would 
like to note that the Bush administration actually gave some credit 
to the Pew Center for having recommended as far back as 2005 the 
establishment of a major economies dialogue as a forum for polit-
ical discussion among the major economies, which then has helped 
to translate into progress in the U.N. I think, in fact, the discus-
sions were held——

Mr. ROHRABACHER. I think the Bush administration was criti-
cized for that. 

Mr. DIRINGER. They were indeed, although they were very ex-
plicit at the time that this was not meant as an alternative to the 
U.N. but rather meant as a complement to the U.N. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. But we really knew it was not a complement. 
We know knew it was an alternative. So we deserved that criti-
cism. 
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Mr. DIRINGER. What we have seen in fact is that there was con-
sensus reached within the major economies forum that then did 
translate into the Copenhagen Accord and has now translated into 
the Cancún Agreements. So they do play a complementary role. 
And I think that we should pursue all of those forums. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. I would suggest that when we have success 
it is not judged by other international agreements but instead by 
actual changes on the ground to somewhere on the planet. 

For example, I am sure that the amount of CO2 that was emitted 
just going to these global resorts for their opulent meetings, there 
hasn’t been enough change generated from the agreements that 
they have reached to even make up for the contribution they made 
to global warming and greenhouse gases on the way to the meet-
ings, not to mention the greenhouse gases in producing the energy 
needed to get to the meetings, the energy needed to build the air-
planes and the limousines that had to be transferred over to these 
various places around the world. 

Mr. HAYWARD. I think it is very limiting and maybe a mistake 
to try and reduce the problem to just the process and what form 
we are going to use. I think ultimately you need to ask the ques-
tion—And that is what went wrong with arms control I think for 
many years. I think what you need to do is also ask what is the 
policy orientation of whatever process or forum going to be. 

The reason I think the major economies forum is more promising 
is not simply that it represents the countries that account for 80 
percent of emissions but if they can adopt a process that doesn’t 
focus in on Kyoto-style caps, which are going to be problematic for 
everyone, but a look at the idea of how do we accelerate 
decarbonization of energy. I think the Obama administration is 
thinking—they may not put it that way—but I think they are 
thinking that way. I think Mr. Stern suggested that is the track 
they might be thinking on. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Mr. Twining. 
Mr. TWINING. Sir, just going back to your original question, you 

are a long-standing U.N. watcher. And if there is a part of the U.N. 
that works, it is probably the Security Council—small group, seri-
ous equities on the table among the great powers, closed-door dis-
cussions. 

I would argue that the problem with the global U.N. framework 
on climate process is that it resembles the U.N. General Assembly, 
not the Security Council, which as you know is kind of a free-for-
all. It brings out some of the worst tendencies, even among really 
many countries that are friends and allies of the U.S., smaller de-
veloping states that rely on us but that see the opportunity to kind 
of seize the podium and make rhetorical points grandstanding on 
key issues. 

So part of my reaction to your question is to assume that the 
idea is you would like climate negotiations to look more like the Se-
curity Council than more like the UNGA. 

The other point, just very quickly, is in terms of the lateral rela-
tionships. I have worked a lot on the U.S.-India relationship over 
the last few years, and a key pillar of our relationship there is the 
sense of kind of joint development of technologies, a degree of tech-
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nology sharing with India after years of sanctioning it around nu-
clear issues, which are now off the table. 

I think the U.S. Government, U.S. businesses would be much 
more comfortable collaborating with a set of Indian scientists and 
researchers on green energy technologies versus a group in China 
perhaps with connections to the PLA or other government body. So 
as we think about some of the innovation and technology solutions 
looking kind of far ahead, there will be gradations between coun-
tries and our comfort level in working with them. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. I would suggest that things get better when 
there is a profit for people to do things more efficiently and you sell 
this to someone. Selling them something specific because you are 
going to make a profit in doing it is much more efficient at actual 
change than making mandates, especially the bigger the govern-
ment gets, the more inefficient it becomes enforcing mandates. If 
it does get efficient at enforcing mandates, then you have got a 
problem with freedom in the world. 

I have problems with trusting the Security Council, considering 
the fact that the world’s worst human rights abuser, China, has a 
veto power. And the General Assembly is filled with countries that 
are governed by lunatics and gangsters who have the same vote as 
the United States. So we have got some very serious problems if 
we go about that route. 

Mr. Carnahan, you may proceed with your questions. 
Mr. CARNAHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks to the 

panel. 
I wanted to direct my first question to Mr. Diringer and Dr. 

Twining. I would like you to really expand a little bit about—you 
both have kind of made reference to this—but how Europe has 
really taken the lead in many ways in terms of really getting green 
technology out there, reducing emissions but also growing their 
economy. We have heard that that is one of the fastest-growing 
parts of their economy. Talk about what we can learn from that in 
terms of how we can step up to the plate in really a larger way. 

Why don’t we start with Mr. Diringer. 
Mr. DIRINGER. I think the most important lesson from the Euro-

pean experience is the value of policy in driving innovation and de-
ployment in the clean energy field and consequently leading to the 
growth of domestic jobs and the growth of exports. 

Among the policies in place in the European Union is a renew-
able energy target. They aim to increase renewable energy in their 
primary energy mix to 20 percent by 2020. 

There are also policies in place at the member state level. Ger-
many has increased its renewable jobs from 160,000 in 2004 to 
370,000 in 2010. The German Government believes that strong job 
growth within that sector was part of the reason they were able to 
recover so quickly from the recent recession. 

So I think the real takeaway is that we need to give our domestic 
industries the incentive to produce by creating markets at home, 
the incentives to innovate and produce. Europe is doing that, and 
at the moment is the world’s leader in terms of clean energy invest-
ments. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. Dr. Twining. 
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Mr. TWINING. Mr. Carnahan, I agree on the point about creating 
market incentives for companies to invest in a different kind of en-
ergy future going forward. 

Your very interesting question about Europe and kind of its lead-
ership on this issue gets into a very interesting kind of theological 
debate about the role of Europe in the post-Cold War word. With-
out getting deeply into that, I think European leaders on this issue 
and others thought really since the Wall came down that Europe 
could actually offer a model for the world, not just on climate but 
all sorts of things, a kind of demilitarized soft power, kind of 
thought leader model, setting an example that other countries 
could follow. 

And that explains why, after really getting climate change on the 
agenda, it is kind of a leading global issue. Many European leaders 
were shell-shocked, particularly after Copenhagen. And I say that 
because I was in Europe just after it all ended. And there was the 
sense that this was a European issue that they had owned. They 
had put in place a carbon market in Europe—or were putting one 
in place. They had set these tangible 20–20–20 goals about the mix 
of renewables in their own domestic economies. And what hap-
pened was the key agreement, as I mentioned in my testimony, 
was made without them in the room. 

So I think a question going forward for us is: Is Europe a model 
on these issues? Can it be? Or do we look to a future in which it 
really is about kind of great powers competing around resource and 
economy issues in a more traditional sense. And I don’t think we 
know the answer yet. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. I didn’t mean to leave you out, Dr. Hayward. 
Mr. HAYWARD. Well, a couple of things. I am not hugely im-

pressed with the European experience as a model for the rest of the 
world for the simple reason the European economies are mature, 
wealthy economies. They have stable or even falling populations, 
unlike countries like India and China, where you still have hun-
dreds of millions of people with no electricity at all. 

The big problem is that climate orthodoxy says they have to go 
about 10 times further than they have gone so far, and what they 
have done so far is fairly expensive. It is essential whole foods en-
ergy, which rich countries can afford but poor countries can’t. 

For example, in the case of China, their pledge to try and in-
crease their emissions intensity faster than they have been means 
their greenhouse gas emissions will grow—instead of 40 percent 
over the next 30 years, they will grow by 35 percent. Well, that is 
good, but that means that the increase in emissions goes like this, 
something like this, when climate orthodoxy says during that time 
period they need to go like that. And that is why these climate ne-
gotiations aren’t getting very far, is that gap in reality means we 
are trying to comfort ourselves with some pledges and aspirations 
and notions, but the math isn’t adding up very well. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. I will reverse this on my second round of ques-
tions here, but I will start with Dr. Hayward. 

You have obviously raised a lot of questions about the scientific 
evidence about climate change. You question the cost. Neverthe-
less, a report released last week by the National Research Council 
of the National Academy of Sciences, the Nation’s preeminent sci-
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entific research institution, was unambiguous in assessing the seri-
ousness of the threat posed by climate change. 

The report requested by Congress concluded,
‘‘Climate change is occurring, is very likely caused primarily by 
the emission of greenhouse gases from human activities, im-
poses significant risk for a range of human and natural sys-
tems.’’

I would like to get your comment on that recent report, and we 
will go to the other witnesses after that. 

Mr. HAYWARD. I haven’t read beyond a couple of pages of the ex-
ecutive summary. I see no reason to dispute it at all. The question 
in my mind is it does not prescribe what policy you have to fix that. 

My comments, most of my work is detailed on the energy side of 
the question, which is, all right, let’s accept the most extreme sce-
nario—and, by the way, then the energy problem becomes even 
harder and makes some of the way we talk about these negotia-
tions even more unreal, from my point of view. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. Mr. Diringer. 
Mr. DIRINGER. The report you cited is just the latest affirmation 

from the Academy of Sciences of the consensus that climate change 
is real, human activity is largely the reason why, and that it will 
intensify unless we take some action. 

I think whether or not one believes that the buildup of CO2 in 
the atmosphere is in fact driving warming and climate change, I 
think it is important to recognize the co-benefits of addressing the 
issue. If we act to reduce CO2 emissions, we help to address local 
air pollution problems, we help to address ocean acidification, we 
help to improve our efficiency, we will reduce our reliance on im-
ported oil. So there is a whole range of co-benefits to the kind of 
action we are talking about. 

On the question of costs, we have seen historically in the United 
States that the benefits of our environmental actions have greatly 
exceeded the costs. A report by OMB in 2003 under the previous 
administration concluded that the major rules enacted under the 
Clean Air Act between 1992 and 2002 produced annual benefits of 
$145 billion to $218 billion, six to eight times greater than the an-
nual costs. So you get a whole range of co-benefits, and these bene-
fits far outweigh the costs. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. Thank you. 
Dr. Twining. 
Mr. TWINING. Just a quick point. It is a very good question. 

Sometimes it helps, at least to me, to kind of focus in on tangible 
impacts of climate change. I do some work with our National Intel-
ligence Council, and they have done a series of forecasts around 
how some of the climate predictions impact key powers in the 
international system. 

Just to sketch out in a sentence: South Asia gets hit very badly 
in some of these projections. Bangladesh is under water. You have 
150 million from that side trying to get into India, almost 200 mil-
lion. You have calamitous impacts in India. 

Again, for all of us who have great hope for U.S.-India relations 
in terms of managing and Asian balance and supporting our values 
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in the world, India gets hit really harder than any other great 
power under some of these projections. 

So I think there is an interesting conversation to be had about 
the national security implications of some of these forecasts that 
we should all really be thinking about. 

Mr. CARNAHAN. Thank you all. 
Mr. ROHRABACHER. All right. Again, I want to thank everyone on 

the panel for coming today and participating in this interesting dis-
cussion. 

Let me note that I think that China, to the degree that it has 
been engaged in what we would call positive behavior in better 
uses or better technologies in terms of producing energy, has been 
doing so not because they want to save the planet from climate 
change but instead because they have a real human rights problem 
with human health that their people—massive numbers of people—
are being damaged, their bodies are being damaged by pollution in 
the air. 

And let me note that CO2 is not, no matter what the EPA says, 
a pollutant that affects human health. They in fact, in order to de-
clare it a pollutant, had to claim, well, the climate will change and 
then that will cause human health to be affected. Thus, it is a pol-
lutant. 

That convoluted reasoning is—it may justify a power grab to 
someone who wants to give them the power, but it certainly doesn’t 
justify—it is not common sense. CO2 is plant food. We pump CO2 
into the greenhouses throughout California to produce better 
plants. 

I am very concerned about—for the same reason the Chinese are 
concerned—about pollution, and it does not—Mr. Diringer, it does 
not cross all the time. Sometimes it runs parallel. Other times it 
doesn’t. Sometimes you have people who are so adamant about 
global warming that they are taking us away from things that 
might be effective for health. 

Let me go back to the fact that we are talking about climate 
change over and over again here today, and the fact that we are 
talking climate change indicates that the predictions have been 
wrong. We have been following this for 20 years. Ten years ago, no 
one used the word climate change. The word global warming was 
what it was described over and over and over again. And the rea-
son we now hear climate change is because it is not. The 10 major 
scientists that—the major scientists that I put into the record in 
the beginning of the hearing, plus the hundred other major sci-
entists, just do not go along with that finding. 

So I would just suggest that, for example, in my own case in 
California, because those people who are dominating certain parts 
of the scientific community, we are talking about how global warm-
ing was still a factor, and they predicted a dry and a warm winter 
for the United States, especially California, and it has been one of 
the wettest, coldest winters that we have had in my adult life. 

If you look back at the predictions by those claiming to under-
stand how CO2 affects the climate, they were saying that the Mid-
west would not be flooding but would be parched. 

So that is why I am somewhat of a skeptic on human activity 
causing something. Because then that gives us the excuse to con-
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trol human activity, rather than suggesting that we have had cli-
mate changes throughout the history of the world. And we know 
that those other changes were not caused by human beings. How-
ever, to grant the other side of the argument their due, we should 
also be concerned about human adaptation even if it is natural to 
climate change, which may or may not be the case. 

So I would focus and say, yes, let’s take a look at human adapta-
tion and how that is going to—if indeed we are going to have seas 
rising throughout the Pacific or see Bangladesh going underwater, 
is that actually going to happen? Are we really going to have a 
warm, dry winter? We have got to make sure we know what we 
are talking about and not just accepting somebody who is without 
challenging their dire predictions. 

Again, it used to be global warming. Now it is global climate 
change, for obvious reasons. 

Let’s get back to, first of all, the United Nations and the economy 
of this of what we are talking about here. Mr. Diringer, you did 
mention Europe as a success. My reading shows me that Spain has 
actually been hurt dramatically. I think I read that in The Econo-
mist. Is The Economist wrong about that, that Spain has not bene-
fited by their focus on solar power and in fact it has contributed 
to their national economic upheaval? 

Mr. DIRINGER. Certainly, Spain is experiencing some dire eco-
nomic difficulties. I can’t speak to whether or not their efforts to 
expand their renewable energy industry have contributed to that. 
I am not familiar. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. There have been several reports. 
What about you, Dr. Hayward? 
Mr. HAYWARD. I don’t like to get into the contentious methodo-

logical arguments about how many jobs, because you can always 
argue about those until the cows come home. 

I think what you do see, though, clearly is—I will give you Ger-
many as an example. Germany is trying to promote solar power 
with their feed-in tariff idea. So if you put solar panels on your 
buildings, they will pay 45 cents a kilowatt hour. Pretty nice. The 
average price of electricity here in this country is 10 to 12 to 14 
cents. 

So, yeah, if you subsidize something, you will get a lot more of 
it. But you cannot scale that up to 10, 15, 20 percent of your elec-
tricity, given the fiscal realities of modern economies. That is the 
limiting factor. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Plus, you are taking wealth from somewhere 
else in your society. 

Mr. HAYWARD. Well, you know our mutual hero liked to say, 
pretty soon you run out of other people’s money. They are running 
out of other people’s money in Europe now. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Finally, let’s just get back to the United Na-
tions. 

Do you trust the United Nations? You were making some com-
parisons there to the United Nations. Can the United Nations be 
trusted with $100 billion a year to oversee that properly? Are you 
confident that the U.N. will oversee it and that that would be the 
best use put for $100 billion of wealth to be directed by the United 
Nations in the name of this problem, solving this problem? 
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Mr. TWINING. No, sir. I just want to qualify my comment on the 
Security Council, which is that I didn’t mean to suggest that it 
works brilliantly. It was just to compare its relative merits to other 
U.N. bodies. 

My sense on this, just is very quickly, is that you probably want 
a climate process that looks more like a multinational corporation 
or a market that somehow looks like a big market. And whether 
you talk about that in terms of government subsidies or a carbon 
tax or more positive forms, you probably want this to look less like 
a bureaucracy and more like something you would see in the pri-
vate sector in which peoples and countries actually have some own-
ership and some stakes in innovating and conserving resources. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. I would suggest that I see that happening in 
the world economy already. I would suggest that all over the world 
we see great examples of people pushing forward. 

For example, even though I reject this whole theory of man-made 
global warming, I am certainly someone who is pushing here in 
Congress the development of these new modular nuclear reactors 
and high-temperature gas-cooled reactors that eat the waste from 
other reactors so it doesn’t have that problem. This would certainly 
not have any greenhouse gases as a result. But it seems to me that 
that is a marketplace decision which motivates me and other peo-
ple in that arena, rather than thinking about this as a bureaucratic 
approach to we are going to mandate things and plan out this 
change in energy for mankind that will save the planet from cli-
mate change, which will elevate the human condition. 

Mr. Diringer. 
Mr. DIRINGER. Well, to your question would I trust the U.N., no, 

but let me clarify. There has been no agreement to establish a sin-
gle fund to be managed by the U.N. or anybody else to mobilize 
this $100 billion. This figure of $100 billion is an aspirational col-
lective goal that countries have set for themselves. And the aim is 
to mobilize these funds—a combination of public funds, private 
funds, bilateral, multilateral. They will be flowing through multiple 
channels. 

Countries will probably be reporting on the funds that they have 
expended, whether through bilateral or multilateral channels, 
whether it is through public or private channels; and there will be 
some tallying at some point to see how well we are doing toward 
meeting that goal. But there is not going to be any single mecha-
nism that would ever attempt to try to deliver funds on that scale. 
And I am quite certain that if there were to be such a mechanism 
contemplated, the United States would certainly oppose it. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Well, this is a good point, because I would 
suggest if what you are describing is what evolves and emerges, 
that we already have that. For example, when I just gave the ex-
ample of a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor or the new modular 
nuclear reactors, which are incredibly safe and cost-effective, et 
cetera, still taking care of the problem of leftover waste, which 
these new reactors do, I would say if we move forward with that 
strategy in building these reactors here in the United States, it will 
be a $100 billion project. Just that in and of itself will be a project 
in which hundreds of billions dollars are being spent building these 
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new reactors that can be placed all over the United States and all 
over the world. 

If that counts toward what we are talking about, because that is 
just a number of which all of us contribute to, well, then no one 
has much to worry about. I think that is already in the process. 

But I will have to tell you, when you get all these bureaucrats 
from all over the world flying in on their jets and being met at the 
airport by their limousines and being shepherded off to these glam-
orous resorts and talking as if they are the elite and they are going 
to make the decisions, it worries me a bit that maybe what they 
really have in mind is something that they would control and start 
directing personally. And that is one of the reasons we are having 
this hearing today. 

Mr. Hayward. 
Mr. HAYWARD. Well, I can thrash the U.N. with the best of them, 

but I think you need to ask the question: What do they do well and 
what do they do badly and can we derive a lesson from that? 

What they do well I think is refugee assistance, food assistance, 
some of their education programs, some not. They have a very 
mixed record on peacekeeping and conflict resolution. And if the 
U.N. had lived up to its original aspirations in 1945, I think we 
wouldn’t have needed NATO, for example. 

Now, the one precise precedent I think for the green fund that 
is being talked about would be the U.N. population fund. I believe 
that is what it called. From about 1970 to the mid-’90s population 
growth from the population bomb coming out of the enthusiasm of 
that time, that was thought to be the preeminent global threat that 
the world community had to deal with. I will just state my opin-
ion—I have read a lot of literature on this—is that the U.N. popu-
lation fund record is not an encouraging precedent for a green 
fund. If the United States is going to participate I think probably 
close to what Elliot is suggesting, we will probably want to do it 
ourselves through USAID, and that is another can of worms. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. Mr. Carnahan has told me that he doesn’t 
have any follow-up questions. But out of courtesy, because I have 
been kibitzing with Mr. Diringer on global warming, I am going to 
give you the last say in the hearing today. 

Mr. DIRINGER. Well, I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman. 
I think there is one point that we haven’t yet raised in all our 

discussion about what are the best or most appropriate forums for 
international discussion or negotiations, and that is the question of 
political will. The best forum will accomplish nothing if countries 
do not come to it with sufficient political will. 

In looking back over the past two decades of negotiation within 
the U.N. Framework Convention, I don’t think we have yet actually 
given it an honest chance, because countries have not yet come to 
that process prepared to take the actions at home that would en-
able them to actually reach strong agreements. This is a long-term 
process, and I think we need to view the climate framework as an 
evolutionary framework, one that hopefully will grow in strength 
over time as our political understanding and political consensus 
grows and solidifies within our domestic context. 

So my hope is that here in the United States we can continue 
to reach a stronger understanding of the causes and consequences 
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of climate change, work our way toward meaningful policies to ad-
dress our emissions, and thereby put ourselves in the position to 
help lead to stronger global agreements. 

Mr. ROHRABACHER. I want to thank all of our witnesses. Thank 
you very much. I think we have had a very fine exchange of ideas. 

This hearing is now adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 5:01 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
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